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History of SRO’s and how 
these programs first got 

started.
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A Brief History of Law Enforcement in Schools
• Flint, Michigan sometime in the late 1950’s

– Police-School Liaison Program
– School Resource Officer

• SRO versus School-Based Law Enforcement
– SRO - works in the school but is employed by a Law Enforcement Agency
– SBLE – Employed by the school (School based LEA)

• Cops in Schools Grant
– 1999 6,500 SROs
– 2020 46,000 SROs
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A Brief History of Law Enforcement in Schools
• COPS Grant

– Funding
• Federal funding decreased over time

• SROs and local funding

– Hiring
• School chose SRO from candidates from LEA
• SRO and building administrator attended NASRO

– Training
• SROs should be certified at the State or National level
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A Brief History of Law Enforcement in Schools
• Funding phased out
• Schools and LEA developed their own funding formula

– 50-100%
– SROs had other duties when school was not in session

• SRO chosen by LEA
– Collective Bargaining Agreement
– Seniority based assignment
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A Brief History of Law Enforcement in Schools
• Role of the SRO

1. Educator
2. Counselor
3. Law Enforcement

• Shift in Roles
– School shootings
– Zero Tolerance
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School districts with their own 
Police Departments 
vs. those that don’t. 

How are FERPA laws different for 
each?
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Rules vs. Laws 
Is there a misunderstanding in 

our schools?
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Zero Tolerance

How did this start and how did 
it become troublesome?
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Zero Tolerance
• A zero tolerance policy requires school officials to hand down specific, 

consistent, and harsh punishment—usually suspension or expulsion—
when students break certain rules. The punishment applies regardless 
of the circumstances, the reasons for the behavior (like self-defense), 
or the student’s history of discipline problems. That’s why some critics 
call these policies “one strike and you’re out.”

• Under zero tolerance, students who break certain school rules face 
mandatory penalties, including suspension and referral to law 
enforcement. The approach gained popularity during the 1980s, and 
by the mid-1990s, most school districts in the United States had 
adopted some form of zero tolerance.
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Zero Tolerance
• Schools with SROs and those without SROs are now using Law 

Enforcement as a solution for behavior issues.
• SROs are now being identified as a reason for a School to Prison 

Pipeline
• ZERO TOLERANCE = ZERO THINKING!
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SRO fired for body slamming a student
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SRO fired for treatment of autistic student
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SRO fired for choking a student
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SRO flips student out of chair and drags her out
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Law Enforcement 2020 and Defund the Police
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Importance of Threat Assessments
How they can identify find a student on a 

pathway to violence and provide resources 
and tools to improve behavior and prevent 

tragedies.
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Calls to Defund Police and Remove 
them from Schools.

Can’t forget the good that has been 
done and the positive trends that 

SRO’s created in our communities.
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Movement to remove SROs from schools
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Where do we go from here?
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Guidance from the Federal Government
Action Steps

• Create sustainable partnerships and formalize MOUs 
among school districts, local law enforcement agencies, 
juvenile justice entities, and civil rights and community 
stakeholders. 

• Ensure that MOUs meet constitutional and statutory 
civil rights requirements.

• Recruit and hire effective SROs and school personnel.
• Keep your SROs and school personnel well trained. 
• Continually evaluate SROs and school personnel and 

recognize good performance.
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Resources
• SECURe Implementation Rubric
• SECURE State and Local Policy Rubric
• Sample MOU
• Sample Body Camera MOU Language TX
• Sample Evaluation
• Standards and Best Practices
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• https://www.lawyers.com/legal-info/research/education-law/whats-a-zero-
tolerance-policy.html

• https://thebestschools.org/magazine/cops-schools-built-school-prison-pipeline/
• https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/03/afternoonupdate/deputy-who-tossed-a-sc-

high-school-student-wont-be-charged.html
• https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/Publications/cops-p182-pub.pdf
• https://apnews.com/article/0eeb28e505231ce153c60559c921f5d3
• https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/tv/story/2020-11-19/whats-on-tv-friday-

20-20-say-her-name-breonna-taylor
• https://www.nbcnews.com/video/video-appears-to-show-fatal-police-shooting-of-

black-man-holding-knife-in-philadelphia-94742085794

https://www.lawyers.com/legal-info/research/education-law/whats-a-zero-tolerance-policy.html
https://thebestschools.org/magazine/cops-schools-built-school-prison-pipeline/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/03/afternoonupdate/deputy-who-tossed-a-sc-high-school-student-wont-be-charged.html
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/Publications/cops-p182-pub.pdf
https://apnews.com/article/0eeb28e505231ce153c60559c921f5d3
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/tv/story/2020-11-19/whats-on-tv-friday-20-20-say-her-name-breonna-taylor
https://www.nbcnews.com/video/video-appears-to-show-fatal-police-shooting-of-black-man-holding-knife-in-philadelphia-94742085794
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Reminders
• Available to answer questions submitted in the ’Ask a Question’ Box
• Resources for download are located on the left side of webinar screen.
• Upon submission of survey that will appear at the end of this session, you will receive 

a Certificate of Attendance via email.
• On-demand viewing will be available 15 minutes after conclusion of the session.
• Be sure to share on Social Media #CSOS @CampusSafetyMag
• Be sure to visit our sponsor profile pages and enter to WIN some great raffle prizes!
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Contact Info
Gary L. Sigrist, Jr.
CEO and President

Safeguard Risk Solutions, LLC

614 679-5608

gary@safeguardrisksolutions.com

www.safeguardrisksolutions.com


